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1. Introduction

In any extension theory for semigroups one must determine the basic building blocks
and then discover how they fit together to create more complicated semigroups. For
example, in group theory the basic building blocks are simple groups. In semigroup
theory however there are several natural choices. One that has received considerable
attention, particularly since the seminal work on inverse semigroups by Munn ([14,
15]), is the notion of a fundamental semigroup. A semigroup is called fundamental if it
cannot be "shrunk" homomorphically without collapsing some of its idempotents (see
below for a precise definition).

For example, Munn showed how all fundamental inverse semigroups can be
constructed from semilattices, and proved that any inverse semigroup is a coextension of
a fundamental inverse semigroup which possesses the same semilattice of idempotents.
(A semigroup S is called a coextension of a semigroup T if T is a homomorphic image
of S.) This work has been generalized by several authors to wider classes of semigroups
([12, 1, 11, 16, 4]).

The idempotents of an arbitrary semigroup form a biordered set. (Regular biordered
sets form the basis for Nambooripad's generalization of Munn's results to regular
semigroups). One might ask whether an arbitrary semigroup is a coextension of a
fundamental semigroup possessing the same biordered set of idempotents. The following
example shows the answer is negative.

Let S = (e,f\e2 = e, / 2 = / > , the free semigroup on two idempotent generators, so
elements of S may be regarded as strings of alternating e's and / ' s . If a is any non-
trivial congruence on S then vow for some v,weS where t;=/=w. Then {evf)a(ewf) and
(fve)a(fwe), so either (ef)lo(efY or {fe)lo(feY for some natural numbers i,j where i£j.
Hence some power of ef or fe is idempotent in S/a. If S and S/a possess the same
biordered sets of idempotents, then in S/a we must have some power of ef or fe
equalling e or / , in which case c»— / , e-*f,f>-e or f-*e. (">—" means "is a left zero
of" and "-»" means "is a right zero of"). Thus the relationships between the
idempotents of S/a are different to those of idempotents of S, contradicting that S and
S/a have the same biordered sets. Hence the biordered set of S cannot be preserved by
taking a proper homomorphic image.

However, below we show that every semigroup is a coextension of a fundamental
semigroup in which the biordered set of idempotents of the original semigroup has been
preserved as a biordered subset.
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For example the three element semilattice

e f

is a fundamental image of the semigroup S defined in the previous paragraph of which
the idempotents of S form a biordered subset.

Note by Zorn's Lemma, any semigroup S possesses a maximal idempotent-separating
congruence a so S/o is fundamental and the natural map o& is one-one on idempotents
of S. However there is no guarantee that atf preserves the relationships between the
idempotents. For example if S is as defined earlier and T is the two element right-zero
semigroup then T is a fundamental image of S with the same number of idempotents,
but the biordered set of S has not been preserved, even as a biordered subset.

2. Preliminaries

Basic terminology and facts about semigroups and Green's relations, as given in [13]
or [2], will be assumed. For terminology and definitions relating to biordered sets of
semigroups the reader should consult [5, Section 2]. If S is a semigroup denote its
biordered set of idempotents by £(S) and its set of regular elements by Reg(S). Call a
congruence a on S idempotent-separating if

Ote,feE(S))ecf=>e=f

Call S fundamental if S possesses no idempotent-separating congruences other than the
trivial congruence ls = {(x,x)\xeS}. Call a congruence a on S an Jt?'-congruence if

(V e e £(S))(V x e S)e<xx=> He ̂  Hx

Thus ^"-congruences are idempotent-separating.
Let X be the set of all regular JS?-classes of a semigroup S, Y the set of all regular 91-

classes and oo a new symbol, and define the representation 0=(p,A*) by

' {oo}), where, for seS,

Lxs If x&xs
oo otherwise

ooi-»oo

and

' {oo}) where, for seS,
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oo otherwise

ooi->oo

This representation (due to T. E. Hall) first appeared in [5] and [6], though similar
representations had been exploited earlier in the literature (see for example [12] or
[11]). Set

= {(a, b) e S x S | if x e S is regular then each of

x3ixa, x0ixb implies xaJfxb and each of

x&ax, xSfbx implies axJVbx}

This congruence has been studied extensively by Edwards in [6, 7, 8, 9 and 10]. He
proves

Theorem 1 ([7, Theorem 1] and see also [3, 3.2]). The congruence n is the maximum
Jf?-congruence on S.

Call a congruence ex on a semigroup S biorder-preserving if E = E(S) is a biordered
subset of E(S/a) and the natural map atf induces an isomorphism from E onto its image
Ea. In this case say S is a biorder-preserving coextension of S/a. Equivalently, a is
biorder-preserving if and only if

(V e, f e E)e -* fo ea -> fa

e >- fo ea >- fa

Theorem 2 [5, Theorem 6]. The congruence \i is biorder-preserving.

Theorem 3 [7, Theorem 8]. For any semigroup S, /i(S//z(s)) = 1S/MS>-

3. Biorder-preserving coextensions of fundamental semigroups

The main result is

Theorem 4. Let S be a semigroup for which n=ls. Then S is fundamental.

Proof. Let a be any congruence on S which is idempotent-separating. We show a is
an ^-congruence, for then <rS/x by Theorem 1, so a= l s and we are done.

Suppose then eeE(S), xeS and eax. We show He^Hx. It is sufficient to show (px3 is
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idempotent, for then x3 e E(S), since <p is an isomorphism, so that e = x3, since eox3 and
o is idempotent-separating.

We show px3 is idempotent. If Lpx3 = co then Lpx3 = Lpx3pX3. Suppose then Lpx3=fcoo,
so L = Ly for some y e £(S), and yMyx3. Hence y = yx3z for some z e S. It is easy to check
both x2zyx and xzyx2 are idempotent. But eox, so xax2, which gives (x2zyx)ff(xz}>x2).
Hence x2zyx = xzyx2, since CT is idempotent-separating. We have the following egg-box
diagram.

y = _yx3z

x2z_y

xzy

yx

x2zyx ^

xzyx

\

yx2

x2zyx2

xzyx2

yx3

Hence yxJfyx2, so by Green's Lemma yxJVyx" for all neN. In particular yx63fCyx3, so
Lpx6 = Lpx3.

This shows px3 is idempotent. Dually kxi is idempotent, so also is <t>x3, and the proof
is complete.

The following is immediate by Theorems 2, 3 and 4:

Corollary 5. / / S is any semigroup then S/n is fundamental and E(S) is a biordered
subset of E(S/n). Thus every semigroup is a biorder-preserving coextension of a funda-
mental semigroup.
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